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‘INSULTC’1. Serfin’ USA2. Rudnick’s Magic Recorder3. Selling Crack to Teenagers4. Ducks5. Ode to Daniel Bryan’s Beard
Label: Fu Inle Records
Format: Cassette/Download
For Fans of: Jaga Jazzist, Acoustic Ladyland

“equal parts brutal cacophony and stirring melodicism”

The Musical Melting Pot‘Insultc’ is the second EP from London septet Selectric, released on Fu Inle Records (cat no. F.I.vi) on 11th February.Led by composer/bassist Si Paton, never one known to go down the obvious route, the EP effortlessly treads genres,not quite conforming to the conventions or expectations of any scene. Selectric have a sound rooted in a distortedversion of a jazz ensemble, written with progressive approches to riff and played with a punk attitude.Selectric have a sound that is based around their own unique vision of jazz.  Despite the jazz background of the group,the septet are not limited to playing within the imaginary boundaries that have been set.  Instead, bringing influencesfrom all seven members personal obsessions including metal, contemporary classical, indie rock, prog and post-hardcore.Weather its highlighting their love of jangly guitars in tracks such as ‘Selling Crack to Teenagers’, their moreadventurous freeform spirit in ‘Ducks’, the Naked City influence of ‘Serfin USA’, their love of tearing down a grooveuntil its nothing in their tribute to professional wrestler Daniel Bryan or their prog opus ‘Rudnicks Magic Recorder’where distorted shredding violins (courtesy of jazz/metal/folk fiddler Agata Kubiak), hyperactive synthesizers andtheir love of obnoxious noises all combine effortlessly, the one constant in their music is their love of riffs.  The EPdisplays Paton’s knack of writing a memorable hook and his use of experimenting with tonal colours, hence theunique instrumentation of the group which involves drums, bass guitar, keyboards, synthesizer, clarinet, trumpet,violin and saxophone all blending into a euphoric wall of sound.As well as a band that are unafraid of exploring the possibilities of uncharted areas of music, Selectric are also a bandunafraid to bring their individual quirks and personalities into their music.To support the release of ‘Insultc’, Selectric will performing a number of shows throughout the year including a tourwhich takes them to Cardiff, Liverpool, Glasgow, Leeds and Nottingham.
SELECTRIC TOUR::: FEBRUARY 2014

 11th Feb – London, Power Lunches
 13th Feb – London, Surya
 16th Feb – Cardiff, Artium
 18th Feb – Liverpool, Maguries Pizza Bar
 19th Feb – Glasgow, Bar Bloc
 20th Feb – Leeds, Fox and Newt
 21st Feb – Nottingham, JT Soar

LINKS
 www.selectric.bandcamp.com
 www.facebook.com/selectricmusic
 www.soundcloud.com/s-e-l-e-c-t-r-i-c
 www.twitter.com/selectricband
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